
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Scholarship & Activism Forum Zine 

The Scholarship & Activism Forum is currently accepting submissions for a printed zine 
publication, which will be launched at the 2020 Landscapes of Injustice Fall Institute. 
Submissions will be accepted until Tuesday, November 5 at 11:59 p.m. 

This zine project is being produced by some volunteer members of the Landscapes of Injustice 
RA Committee. We see this zine as a continuation of the S&A Forum project in three key ways: 
as a tool of community building; as a medium of reflexive, feminist practice; and as an 
opportunity for training and collaboration. 

We are seeking to publish written and visual work that explores the relations among 
scholarship, activism, and social justice. Our scope is intentionally broad, serving as a 
provocation to consider the relations of these topics in various contexts. 

Submission types are also purposefully broad, as we aim to foster exchange and learning through 
various mediums. Here are some examples of written and visual work that you could submit: 

● Comics 
● Creative nonfiction 
● Essays (academic, personal, etc.) 
● Feature articles 
● Fiction 
● Illustrations 
● Interviews 
● Photographs 
● Poetry 
● Recommendations *(See “Reading List” below.) 
● Reflections 
● Roundtable discussions 

Feel free to reach out to us if you have other ideas for your submission. 

Submissions should focus on a particular topic or theme. They may be informed by 
contemporary issues, ongoing projects, or reflect on seminars, museum exhibitions, art projects, 
and conferences, for example. Writers may choose to introduce their research and/or activism to 
a wide public, reflect on processes or methodologies of engaged research, reflect on their own 
research processes, and/or address the links between scholarship and activism. We welcome 
submissions that discuss or relate to these topics from an “activist” or “on the ground” 
perspective. Critical reflections on the utility of scholarship outside the academy and the limits of 
activism in scholarship also have a place in the S&A Forum zine.  



SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

● The deadline to submit to the S&A Forum zine is Tuesday, November 5 at 11:59 p.m. 
● All submissions must be emailed to scholarshipandactivismforum@gmail.com. Please 

include your full name, your contact information, and the title of your submission in the 
body of the email. 

● Include your submission as an attachment. Submissions will be accepted in .doc, .docx, 
and .pdf formats for written work and .png, .jpg, and .pdf formats for visual work. 

● There is no minimum or maximum word count (or page count) for submissions. 
● You may submit multiple pieces. 
● For written work, relevant photographs, illustrations, etc. are accepted and encouraged. 

Where applicable, authors must secure high-quality digital files and reproduction rights. 
If you already have such visuals available, please attach them to your submission email in 
the above accepted formats. If you do not have any visuals available but could secure 
some in the near future, please advise us in your email and include a brief proposal of 
such piece(s) to be created or secured by you. 

● For visual work, complementary written blurbs, etc. are accepted and encouraged. Please 
attach them to your submission email in the above accepted formats. 

READING LIST SUBMISSIONS 

We are also accepting submissions for the Scholarship & Activism Forum’s Reading List—a list 
of works that have shaped our perspectives on scholarship, activism, and social justice. Our list 
isn’t comprehensive; we hope it sparks conversation and further contributions. It reflects our 
diverse backgrounds, what has brought us to our subjects of inquiry, and what motivates us to 
ask questions. We invite you to join the conversation. 

Reading List submissions are not limited to academic sources. We also welcome submissions of 
works like blog posts, videos, podcasts, visual art, twitter threads, etc. 

● Please follow the general submission guidelines in the previous section (e.g., email 
scholarshipandactivismforum@gmail.com with your attached submission). 

● Submissions must include the title of the work with a brief paragraph (at least two or 
three sentences) about why it is important, why it should be included, and how it has 
influenced your thinking. If you have a link to the work, please include it as well. 

● Multiple submissions are allowed. 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO SUBMIT TO THE S&A Forum ZINE 

● Current and former Landscapes of Injustice RAs. 
● Current and former Landscapes of Injustice students, post-docs, and researchers 

(including field school students.) 
● Authors previously published on the Scholarship & Activism Forum. 
● Authors otherwise affiliated with Landscapes of Injustice.  
● * We welcome submissions of collaborative work. For such submissions, at least one 

author must fulfill one of the eligibility requirements above. 
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COPYRIGHT 

All published work remains copyrighted with the author/artist. The published material will be 
archived on the S&A Forum website. 


